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Abstract

An attempt is made to extract information on the nature 
of light cone current commutators (L.C.C.) in a model inde
pendent manner. Using simple assumptions on the validity of the 
DGS representation for the structure functions of deep in
elastic scattering and using the Bjorken-Jolinson-Low theorem we 
show that in principle the L.C.C. may be constructed knowing 
the experimental electron proton scattering data. On the 
other hand the scaling behaviour of the structure functions is 
utilized to study the consistency of a vanishing value for 
various L.C.C. under mild assumptions on the behaviour of 
the DGS spectral moments.

-------------- NOTICE---------------
n iis  report was prepared as an account o f  work 
sponsored by the United States Government. Neither 
the United States nor the United States Energy 
Research and Development Administration, nor any o f  
their employees, nor any o f  their contractors, 
subcontractors, or their employees, makes any 
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal 
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness o f  any information, apparatus, product or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights.
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In genera] it is very difficult to analyse the nature 
of current commutators in a model independent manner. How
ever Cornwall and Norton1 have shown how the experimental 
data on e'p+ scattering cross-sections could be utilised m  
determining the matrix elements of all equal time commuta
tors (ETC) involving electromagnetic currents and their time 
derivatives between proton states. IVe apply the same ap
proach to the analysis of light cone current commutators 
(L.C.C.) and establish a connection between the scaling be
haviour of the structure functions of deep inelastic electron - 
proton scattering and the vanishing of various L.C.C.

Consider the following combination of electromagnetic 

currents JM :

TPUU.P) - i/d4x e'^‘x <p|T(JlJ(x)JvC0))!p>c . (la)

This has the familiar tensor decomposition,

2 2 T (Q.p) * [q p P - vfp a ♦ p q 1 ♦ v o IF.

+ I V v  - (lb-'

The subscript c on the matrix element indicates the covariant 
time-ordered product. The tensor Tyv then differs from the

ordinary time-ordered product by at most a polynomial in q.
Ive use the light cone version of the Bjorken-Johnson-

Low“ theorem which for ETC states that for large and
- £ -1fixed q the coefficient of qQ (i > 0) in an expansion cf 

T gives the matrix element of the equal time commutator of 
the e.m. current and its 4-th time derivative. The generali 
tion o£ this statement in terms of light cone variables then 
read;-- . ̂

T . — ----> polynomial in q - 2 e lq'*uv £=0 j

■ <Pl [»*JpCx.0D .^(OJ] |p> . (2)

Thus these commutators are determined from eq. (l; by the 
coefficients C-(p q+,p+,q_L-p_L) occurring in

q_ " i .F- ----- > polynomial in q * I  C. (q ) . (3)1 C=0 x
0In principle all Ĉ  can be constructed from Â , the ab

sorptive parts of the forward shell Compton amplitudes F̂  , 
since they are directly related to the electron proton cross
sections. Thus if experimental data were available for all 

0energies, all Ĉ  and hencc the values of all spin averaged 
proron expectation valuer, of L.C.C. cotild be determined.

h'e can discuss this more explicitly if wo assume that'
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the Fj satisfy the DGS representation, 4 i.e.,

M . M .*1 vrah?(o,6)
Fi = I  f " ' ;  Z / doJ dB -2- J------  , (4)

1 m=0 " m=oA) q + 28v + a

where, by crossing symmetry

hj(o,-0} = (-l)mhJ(ofB) . (S)

A straight forward expansion of (4) in the form of (3)
gives for Ĉ ,

Ci * c ?  ♦ G^ +»P+.P'.qj.-Pj.J (s-i) ! (S,-s+2n?i (s-2n-t)!S |U|l

x K? 1 (6)

where
t 00 j +1 ,2n-m at+m hm(o>6)

(6a)
with n > 0 , s > 0 and t > max (-m,-2n) to ensure positivity 
of the factorials.

We can read off the absorptive parts Â  directly from 
the expression for .

M
- I  A? = £  fdad6vmh?(o,B)«(qZ+26v+o) . (7) 
m=0 m »

4

ITo relate these to the C. we take the integrals

/  TH7T Ai = %  (-Um/ ”doI * 1 dB h > . 6)
J0 u Zn 1 1 m=0 *0 J- 1  ( q Z* o ) i n  1 m

2n-m>0
(8)

for n = 1,2,3,-••
Still following Cornwall and Norton the right hand side 

of this can be expanded in terms of k”£ for larga q2, includ
ing the case when n » 0. The result is

/0“ - p H  {Ai - ‘i z W V  + l £̂ a)}

_ 1 r, ^t (2n+t)! vnt mi
= 7 i ('1} ( -ijW*t¥T Ki *

where the n = 0 case is incorporated by assuming Regge 
asymptotic behaviour of A^ for large v.

Thus knowing all electron-proton scattering data, we 
can in principle determine the integrals in (9) and hence 
all k"*. From K?* one can determine the C* through relation (6) 
and hence the matrix elements of all L.C.C, can be con
structed just as Cornwall and Norton showed the ETC could 
be constructed. Diagramatically

Data Aj =* K? 1 =* C* =»* (p| [ , 1 Ip)

However since all the required data is not available we
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cannot fulfill this program. What we do here is make use of 
this connection to investigate the nature of various I..C.C.
We allow various L.C.C. to vanish and use above diagram in 
reverse to sec the effect of our assumptions have on the be
haviour of Â :

(pll . llp)Lc = 0 =* = 0 for some 8. => vanishing of

some K1?* =* vanishing of J - jjf+y f°r some n.

Checking whether the last statement in the chain is consistent 
with experiment, in particular whether it is consistent with 
the observed Bjorken scaling, one can allow or forbid the 
vanishing value for the L.C.C.

Before we tabulate the consequences of vanishing of 
various L.C.C. a brief explanation of the calculation is in 
order. One needs to determine, given specific values of I for 

£,which Cj vanish, the range of the variable t in eq.
(9) for which K? 1 may not be zero. The factorials in eq. (6) 
will remain finite if the following inequalities hold.

s > 0 , 2n i 0 , sal, l*2n > s, s > 2n+t > 0

Let s-l i n-a where n i a i 0. Then «+n-a s 2n+t or Jl-n-a > t,

6

and it can be easily seen that for t z H-n-a+l the factorial 
combination reduces to zero.

Therefore if certain commutators vanish then the corre-
0sponding Cj vanish, i.e.,

ri . n _ rr ________s! 2ni ,.nt
i 0 ^  (s-e)T'(£~s'+2n) ffs-Zn-t)! i

and for t > 2-n-a+l the corresponding K?* may be non-;ero.
We assume they are non-zero and put them in eq. (9) which 
then reads (for n f 0),

/ dv _ 1 v , , ,t (2n+t)! „nt , nn1
—  "̂ Zn+nT - 2 I C*l) Ki * (10)

where (\)mÂ ) is the combination that scales in Bjorken limit.
The right hand side of eq. (10) is a series of terms

2 ? with increasing powers of 1/q . The leading term as q »
occurs for a ■ n. Multiplying both sides by the leading

2 1power of q and going to the scaling limit with u 3 -q"/v,
vmAj ■* Fj(u), eq. (10) becomes 

(q2jl+2-2n-m J du) u2n+m-l

= |(-l) !-‘ Zn+1 £B.+1)! K̂ » !’ - 2n+1 ♦ 0 (l/q2) (11)

t is fixed by assuming a particular commutator vanishes; m
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is fixed by the scaling behaviour of the A^. If the power of 
q on the left hand side of eq. (11) is larger than zero, i.e., 
f-m+2-2n > 0 so that the equation is inconsistent then we con
clude that the assumption that the corresponding commutator 
vanishes is inconsistent with scaling.

Apart from possible pathologies listed by Cornwall and 
Norton this correspondence between scaling behaviour and the 
values of L.C.C. could break down if the various integrals
Jdu u>kF. (u>) vanish identically. Similar integrals have been

6 7studied by A-M. M. Abdel-Rehman et al. and Meyer and Suura
who derived causality sum rules. They investigated the be
haviour of the integrals

2/̂ 2.
I[q|jA(q),A2] = lira /dq0q|}A(q)c ^  (12)

A2-*®
Pusing a JLD representation tor the causal function A(q), i.e.,

A(q) = J d4u ds e(q0-u0)5[(q-u)2-sl*(u,s) . (13)

The sum rules I[q”A(q),A2] « 0 (or a constant) for various values 
of n are governed by the behaviour of spectral function i|>(u,s) 
as s ■* ». We want to establish the relation between the be
haviour of the DGS spectral functions h?(o,B) and the values 
of Jdus (u). To do this we consider

8

lim Jdq.JdodB h?(o,B)vm 6 (q2+2Bv+o)(qJ'(k'm+2J(q2)k+I
A2-*-"

(P+)-(k-m+i) e-q- /A C14)

since this is directly related to d̂u> ukF̂ (u).
At this point we choose to study the i = 1 case only 

since the i = 2 case, i.e., F9(u), corresponds to what is 
generally known as the longitudinal structure function.
This is related to the existence of a q-number Schwinger 
term in the commutator of currents.^ A q-number Schwinger 
term will mar the simplicity of the DGS spectral functions 
by introducing singularities which make any reasonable 
analysis impossible.

For the i a 1 case our consistency relation (11) is
2given by (m = 2 since v Aj ■+ Fj(ui))

2
(q2) ®’’2n J dm <o2n+1 Fj((ji) -3— constant (15)

We wish to determine the conditions for the integral in (15) 
to be non-zero. Casting eq. (15) in the form of (14) and 
studying its convergence property shows that Jdu <»ikF1(u) = ( 
if the r-th spectral moment hj(a,8) ~ -+\+E or faster as 
a •* ■». Since k = 2n+l from eq. (J.b) and recalling the condi
tion 2n-r > 0 from eq. (8) we see that for n = 0 only the 
zeroeth moment contributes while if n = 1 tiien r can be 0 , 1 and 2 .
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Therefore if we assume hj ' or slower then Jtiui uFĵ ui) 
is not zero and we can use (15) with n = 0 to check the con
sistency of allowing the commutation relation to be zero.
Table 1 shows this is consistent only for the [+, + ] commuta
tor. If h? goes to zero faster than but hj ~ -ir or slower

2 1 °  0 and/or h£ - or slower then, while we cannot use (IS) with
o

n=0, we can use (IS) with n = 1. With this behaviour for the 
hj all the commutators in Table 1 are allowed to be zero.

Next consider the commutators

(p![VM(x,0),Jv(0)l|p) •

If we assume this to be zero for a given y,v it requires Cj 
to be zero for l one unit larger than for the commutator

<PirJg(x,0),JvC0)j|p) ,

i.e., one unit larger than those listed in Table 1. None of 
these commutators can be zero if we make the assumption on 
the behavior of the spectral functions hJ(o,6) which allows 
us to use n = 0 in (15) while, if we make the assumption 
which allows only n « 1, then the commutators with (u,v) <*
(.*,*) i (♦.-). (+»i) , and (i,j) (i j) can be zero. This case 
and the case where two derivatives arc taken of one current 
are shown in Table 2.

10

We can also consider the spin dependent proton matrix 
elements of 1..C.C. T can then be decomposed in terms of 
Aj as 5

w ™ * = c } A(k)

where
d\ yL - l! Qliv !uHv

LJ5} = ' wlPA* * P v V  + v2fiUy

Lyv^ = '* ey\)a6 Sa q8 

{4}
Sv “ -tCq^Jc^vae Pa %  •

where s is the nucleon spin.
Now consider the spin-flip amplitudes Aj and Â . The 

antisymmetric nature of e implies that o n l v  those commu
tators !Ju(x),Jv(0)] contribute for which the set (u,v) = 
(♦»*)» (i.j) i f jJ and (t,i) i = 1,2. The consistency with 
scaling of the assumed vanishing of these commutators is 
given in Table 3.

In conclusion we note that we have various sets of re
sults depending on various assumptions on the behaviour of 
the DGS spectral momenta hTfo.B) as o - ». Assuming the
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spectral momenta h? * 4y or slower permits the scaling inte-

/ «'dw ii)Pj(u) to be non-vanishing (i.e., n = 0 case) and
hence allows us to check the consistency of the vanishing of
various 1..C.C. with scaling. As displayed in Table J, the
only commutator allowed to vanish is (J+(x),J+(0)J. If we
impose stronger conditions on the hj that hj goes faster than
-^2 hut that hj - or slower or that hj ' -~j- o- slower then
o o f 9
we cannot use n = 0 but the integral Idu u Fj(u) is non-
vanishing (n = 1). Then more of the commutators are allowed
to be zero.

Similar results are obtained for commutators containing 
derivatives of one of the currents and for spin dependent 
matrix elements of the commutators. These results are sum
marized in Tables 2 and 3.
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Check for consistency ;-uth scaling 
(q2)*’2n Jdw «2n+1 Fj(u) ** constant

Table 1

Commutator T„v  " PMPv * v ( V v  * Ppqv } ♦ V g p y lA j Value of I for (*,„ - 2n) Scaling <l. K  - 2"> Scaling
♦ [gpv«i2 - qM«!w]A2 which cj • 0 B • 0 consistency n • 1 consist*

(*,♦1 •Aj ♦ bA j 0 0 Yes -2 Yes
C-.-l [a ♦ bq_ * cq^JAj ♦ dq?A2 0.1.2 2 No 0 Yes
(♦.-1 [a ♦ b q J A r  ♦ (c ♦ dq.lA2 O.i 1 No -1 Yes
[!.♦] [a ♦ bq.lAj ♦ cAj 0,1 1 No -1 Yes
Ii»'J [a ♦ bq_ ♦ cq^JAj ♦ dq^Aj 0,1,2 2 No 0 Yes
Ci.il [a ♦ bq_ ♦ cq^JAj ♦ dq_A2 0.1.2 2 No 0 Yes
fi.il [a ♦ bqJA1 ♦ cA2 0.1 1 No -1 Yes



Table 2

Cocnutator
(u.v)

(■)

Value of ( for which 
Cf - 0

M S

a ■

2n) Scaling
consistency

* 2 » J

n • 1

Scaling
consistency

(♦.*)
».♦)
(i.-)
(i,i)
(i»j)

0,1 

0.1.2,5 
0 .1.2  

0.1.2  

0.1.2,'S 
0.1.2.J 
0,1,2

No

N«

No

No

No

No

No

-1

1

0

0

1

1

0

r«<
No

r«s
res
No

No

Yes

Value of t 
for which 
CJ'- 0

0.1,2 
0,1 .2,5,4 

0.1,2,J 
0 ,1.2.5 

0,1.2,5,4 
0.1,2,5,4 

0.1.2 ,3

(b)
- o

(*-IX - Scaling (*- M  - 2n)
n « 0 consistency a •  1

No
No

No

Ho

Ho

No

No

ScalJag
consistency

Yes
No

No

No

No

No

No



TI spin) „ 
uv

Commutator Value of (i__ - 2n)
for which max

In,v) ci = 0 n * 0

(♦,-) o o
( i . j )  0 ,1  1 

( ♦ . i )  0 ,1  1

(•> i) 0 0

m * 2 Value of
for which 
C$ - 0

(*,-) 0,1 1

(i.j) 0,1 .2 2

C . i )  0 . 1 , 2  2  

( - . i )  0 . 1  1

i r . s qcA, ♦ i(q-s)£pval? j n ' iivuB* a 'p I

Table 3

Seal iiit; *Emax ' Seal ins
consistency n * 1 consistency

Ves -2 Yes
No *1 Yes
No -1 Yes
Yes -2 Yes

No -1 Yes
No 0 Yes
No 0 Yes
No -1 Yes



Table 1

Table 2.

Table 3.

Consistency of eq. (113 for in = 2 (i.e., eq. (15)) 
with scaling is checked here when various commuta
tors listed in column 1 are assumed to vanish. The 
second column displays the corresponding T ex
panded in terms of A^, q_, and functions independent
of q_ (denoted by Latin letters)^ Eq. (3) tells

0which Cj are zero and the corresponding values of 
& are listed in column 3. Columns 4 and 6 list the

yvalue of the exponent of (q j in eq. (IS) for the n *0 
and n =1 cases respectively. Whether the value of 
n should be taken as 0, 1, or something else depends 
on the behaviour of the spectral functions. Columns 
5 and 7 list whether the vanishing of the commutator 
is consistent with scaling or not.

Consistency of the vanishing of the L.C.C. when one 
of the currents is differentiated with respect to x+ 
once and twice respectively are listed in Tables 2a and 2b.

An analysis of the spin-flip matrix elements of L.C.C.
is displayed here in a manner similar to that of
Table 1. The first part gives details on the structure
function Fj which scales as (vAj) and the second part

2is for which scales as v A^.

Table Captions


